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VB1.12 KTM Bench Reviews: Review 1: Tested on EDC17C50 BMW, work, tested on EDC17C54 VW work, tested on EDC17C64 VW not work. Review 2: Tested on EDC17CP09
BMW work, EDC17C50 BMW work, EDC17CP20 VW work, EDC17C74 VW work, EDC17CP44VW don't work, (a friend from me solved it with higher voltage) so far, so good....
Review 3: I have it. I bought it because I needed it for SID208 PSA, after I got the tool I tried to do the job, but at first, I couldn't read password... The problem was the power
supply, it is better to use good power supply, or just connect the tool to good battery... After this I managed successfully read/write this ECU. Also did successful read/write to
VW EDC17C46, Volvo EDC17CP22 or EDC17CP48 (don't remember which one, because I couldn't MAKE it reading)..... Q: KTM Bench and Kess/ktag, which is more powerful? A:
If do not open ecu, it is better, if you open ecu, Ktag will be better for workbench Q: It work with Windows 7 64 bit laptop A: No, you need workbench workbench on different
laptops, the power supply and voltage is important, don't use external battery, Reasons to Get KTM BENCH ECU Programmer: 1. NO LIMITS of the car model and year + NO
NEED disassemble ECUs Read and write Bosch ECUs (Infineon's chips) incl. flash and eeprom 2. LESS RISK to clone/copy ECUs Able to modify data or do chip tuning to achieve
superior performance 3. MUCH CHEAPER, compared with the same functional tools The price is 1/10 of other programming tools in the market 4. No token limitation. Can
calculate Checksums.
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